Before you begin...

1. Place an appropriate-sized garbage liner into the Kaivac compactor can.

2. Optional: For best liner fit, insert wand between liner and can. Turn vacuum on until air is removed.

Compact individual bags as follows:

3. With vacuum off, insert wand fully into bag to be compacted.

4. Gather liner around cuff, and turn vacuum on.

5. After bag compacts, place bag deep into the Kaivac trash can.

6. Grasp bag at lowest possible point, and turn vacuum off.

7. Quickly remove wand. Repeat and add loose debris as needed until can is full.

Remove compactor can liner as follows:

8. With vacuum off, fully insert wand between compacted bags and main liner.

9. Gather liner around cuff, and turn vacuum on.

10. Vacuum until liner stops compacting. With vacuum still on, lift can liner from Kaivac compactor can.

11. Grasp liner at lowest point possible, turn vacuum off, and quickly remove wand.

12. Spin liner, and apply twist tie (or tie a knot).

Dispose of bag in an external receptacle.
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COMPACT INDIVIDUAL BAGS AS follows:

1. WITH VACUUM OFF, INSERT WAND FULLY INTO BAG TO BE COMPACTED.

2. GATHER AROUND CUFF, AND TURN VACUUM ON.

3. AFTER BAG COMPACTS, GRASP BAG AT LOWEST POSSIBLE POINT.

4. TURN VACUUM OFF, AND REMOVE WAND.

5. SPIN BAG, AND APPLY TWIST TIE.

DISPOSE OF BAG IN AN EXTERNAL RECEPTACLE.

KIT ONE
[PN: TCKIT]

KIT TWO
[PN: TCKIT2]

KIT THREE
[PN: TCKIT3]

Kits available for purchase.
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